
Attendance: You should probably come to class

Participation: Listening to me talk for 3 hours straight will likely be less fun than engaging in informed class discussions.

Grading: Your grade will be entirely determined by your performance on the exam scheduled for June 19 (9 am – 4 pm). The take home exam will be open book/notes/etc.

Schedule

Introduction

May 18, 2015 (5-8)  Introduction/Micro Review (casebook 2-86)
May 19, 2015 (5-8)  Micro Review

Horizontal Mergers

May 26, 2015 (1-4)  Clayton Act §§7-16; Horizontal Merger Guidelines §§1-10; casebook 431-462
May 29, 2015 (1-4)  FTC v Staples; casebook 518-535; 235-247
June 1, 2015 (1-4)  FTC v Whole Foods; FTC v Polypore

Horizontal Restraints

June 2, 2015 (9-12)  Casebook 88-165
June 3, 2015 (1-4)  Casebook 165-187; 205-211; American Needle Inc v NFL; FTC v Polygram
June 11, 2015 (1-4)  FTC v Realcomp; casebook 253-283

Monopolization and Exclusionary Conduct

June 15, 2015 (1-4)  Casebook 45-53; 906-907; 582-621
June 16, 2015 (1-4)  Casebook 138-153; 622-637; 706-722; 768-788
June 17, 2015 (1-4)  Casebook 788-851
June 18, 2015 (1-4)  Casebook 659-699; Review